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arm Any projection that is thought to resemble a human arm.
The arm of the record player.

artillery Large but transportable armament.
Tanks and heavy artillery.

assail Criticize strongly.
He assailed a group of editors for their alleged excesses.

blast Kick or strike (a ball) hard.
Your reputation is blasted already in the village.

bomb Make someone homeless by destroying their home with bombs.
My family were bombed out while I was fighting.

bombardier The member of a bomber crew responsible for using the bombsight and
releasing the bombs on the target.

bomber A bomber jacket.
Manny hand rolled a couple of bombers.

burst Cause to burst.
Her breath was coming in short bursts.

cannon Make a cannon.
The couple behind almost cannoned into us.

detonate Cause to burst with a violent release of energy.
Two other bombs failed to detonate.

detonation The action of causing a bomb or explosive device to explode.
Natural gas s high resistance to detonation.

explode Suddenly begin to move or start a new activity.
An ammunition lorry exploded with a roar.

explosion The noise caused by an explosion.
The information explosion.
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explosive Likely to cause an outburst of anger or controversy.
Explosive gas.

fighter
A person who does not easily admit defeat in spite of difficulties or
opposition.
World War II fighter planes.

firing The act of firing weapons or artillery at an enemy.
The recent firing of the head of the department.

flak
A slick spokesperson who can turn any criticism to the advantage of their
employer.
Don t give me any flak.

gun
A professional killer who uses a gun.
It s encouraging to note that Schwarzenegger wasn t born with massive
guns.

gunner A member of an aircraft crew who operates a gun, especially (formerly) in a
gun turret on a bomber.

implode Burst inward.
The bottle imploded.

missile
A weapon that is forcibly thrown or projected at a targets but is not self-
propelled.
The USAF approach uses small missiles fired from conventional fighter
aircraft.

musket
A muzzle-loading shoulder gun with a long barrel; formerly used by
infantrymen.
A volley of musket fire.

nuclear Denoting possessing or involving weapons using nuclear energy.
Nuclear submarines.

ordnance Munitions.
The gun was a brand new piece of ordnance.

rifle A shoulder firearm with a long barrel and a rifled bore.
There are four basic ways to rifle a gun barrel.

salvo An outburst resembling the discharge of firearms or the release of bombs.
Another salvo crashed nearer to the German positions.

shot
Tiny lead pellets used in quantity in a single charge or cartridge in a shotgun.
They have fired the opening shot in what s expected to be a savage price
war.

tank Fill the tank of a vehicle with fuel.
Rangers tanked the local side 8 0.
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war Engage in a war.
Thousands of people were killed in the war.

weapon A thing designed or used for inflicting bodily harm or physical damage.
He used all his conversational weapons.
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